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Jan Dibbets  (Weert, Holland, 1941). Lives and works in Amsterdam and Tuscany. 
In 1972 he was invited to Documenta V, Kassel, where he participated again in 1977, and represented the Netherlands 
at the 36th Venice Biennale. In 1979 he was awarded the Rembrandt Prize by the F.V.S. Foundation, Basel. In 1995 he 
received the Sikkens Prize for the design of the stained glass windows for Blois Cathedral in France, which were 
presented in 2000. His work is on display in numerous museums and private collections around the world, including the 
Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam, Miami Art Museum, Museum of Modern Art Oxford, Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum 
New York, Walker Art Center Minneapolis and the Musée d’Art Moderne de la ville de Paris.  
According to Dibbets, “reality is an abstraction”; everything depends on the how, on the way we experience it. If there is 
no objective and universal reality, photography should not be understood as a documentary and neutral representation, 
but it always implies a creative dimension linked to the technical means in use in a given historical period. Examples of 
his poetics are both “Duplo” works – where the artist takes details of car bodies, reflecting the sorrounding landscape, 
and enlarges the negatives to obtain an abstract diptych, and “Land-Sea LB3”, in which the horizon is obtained by 
juxtaposing an image of the sea and one of the land, which in reality the viewer could perceive only if he could look in 
front and behind him, at the same time. 
 
More info at https://www.giorgiopersano.org/en/artista/jan-dibbets/ 

 
 

Jan Dibbets  
I I I  Duplo  D,  2014 
colour photography on Dibond 
125 x 125 cm 
2/3 ed. 

 

 
 

 
Jan Dibbets  
I I I  Duplo  E ,  2014 
colour photography on Dibond 
125 x 125 cm 
1/3 ed. 

 

 
 

 
Jan Dibbets  
Land-Sea LB3,  2007 
colour photography 
108 x 125 cm 


